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Some useful Identities:
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In Spherical polar co-ordinates
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All bold capital letters denote vectors.

Part-A

Answer any 5 questions. Each question carries 10 marks. (10x5=50)

1. In general the electric potential of an arbitrary localized point charge is given
 as : V ( r⃗ )=1 /(4 πϵo)∫( ρ

γ )(dτ' )   where dτ' is the elemental volume of this localized 

charge distribution whose distance from the origin is r⃗ ' and distance from the distribution 
to the far-off point where potential is being determined is γ⃗  . Now develop a multipole 
expansion for the precise potential of this charge distribution at a far off point from the 
source.

2. a) Write Maxwell's equations in differential form. Explain what each equation signifies.
b) Using these equations written above, derive these equations for material medium. 

                                                                                  (6+4)

3. a) Derive the wave equations for E and B for propagation of E.M. waves in conducting 
medium from Maxwell's equations in material medium assuming that the free charge is 
zero. (The fields E and B obey same form of equation, hence derivation of any one of them 
will suffice; write the other directly). 
b) If the plane wave equations of E and B are solutions to their wave equations, show that 
the wave number ' k̃ ' is a complex quantity and is given as 

~
k=k+iκ .Hence, find skin 

depth in the medium in terms of these variables. (No need to derive equations for values of 
k and κ.)                (4+6)

4. a) Define Poynting vector and interpret it's direction from the expression. What does it 
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signify?
b) Using Maxwell’s equations, derive equation of continuity.

         (5+5)

5. Consider an oscillating dipole made up of two tiny charged metal spheres with charge +q(t) 
and –q(t) separated by a distance ‘d’ oscillating with angular frequency ω. The potentials at 
a point ‘P’ at time ‘t’ in the far radiation zone ( d<<λ<<r) are given as

V (r ,θ , t)=
−poω
4 πϵoc (

cosθ
r )sin [ω(t− rc )]  A⃗ (r ,θ , t)=

−μo poω
4 πr

sin [ω(t− rc )]ẑ     where

‘r’ is the distance from centre of dipole to point ‘P’ and θ is the acute angle between ‘d’ and 
‘r’. Find the fields ‘E’ and ‘B’ at point ‘P’ and the intensity of radiation radiated by the dipole.

(10)

6. If the scalar and vector potential due to sources ρ and J are given as

V (r , t)= 1
4 πϵo

∫ρ(r ')
R

d τ ' A(r )=
μo
4 π

∫ J (r ')
R

d τ ' where R is the distance from 

source point r' to field point r .
a) Comment on how and why these equations change when the electromagnetic news from
the source travels to the field point(non-static case).

b) If this changed scalar potential also obeys Lorentz gauge ∇2V−μoϵo
∂2V
∂ t2

=
−ρ
ϵo  then

we can justify that our argument for changing these equations is correct.
 Assuming that the same argument holds for the scalar and vector potentials, show that this
changed scalar potential obeys Lorentz gauge.          (4+6)

7. a)  Show that work-energy theorem holds in relativistic dynamics. 
b) Considering force  F  to be the derivative of momentum with respect to ordinary time,
show how the various components of this force transform from reference frame S  to
S̄ .  If  the particle is instantaneously at rest in  S  then how does the component of

force i)  parallel and ii)  perpendicular  to the motion of  S̄ transform ?    Given : the

transformation matrix M for transforming from S  to S̄ is M=( γ −γβ 0 0
−γβ γ 0 0

0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1

)
where γ= 1

√(1−v2/c2)
      β=v /c   and v is the velocity of   S̄ relative to S (4+6)

Part-B

Answer any 4questions. Each question carries 5 marks. (4x5=20)

8. The electrostatic potential V(x, y) in free space in a region where the charge density ρ is 
zero is given by V ( x , y ) = 4 e 2 x + f ( x ) − 3 y 2 . Given that the x-component of the electric
field E x and V are zero at the origin, find f(x).

9. Using Gauss’s law, find the field inside and outside a uniformly charged solid sphere of 
radius R with charge density ρ and total charge ‘q’.

10. Consider a long straight wire in which a time dependent slowly varying current I = I 0 sinωt 
flows down. Find the magnitude and direction of the electric field E(s,t) at a perpendicular 
distance 's' from the wire of radius 'a' assuming that the field goes to 0 as r→∞ . Also, 
find the displacement current.



11. A non-relativistic particle of mass m and charge e , moving with a velocity v⃗  and 
acceleration a⃗ , emits radiation of intensity I . What is the intensity of the radiation 
(calculate in terms of I)  emitted by a particle of mass m / 2 , charge  e/2 , velocity v⃗ /2  
and acceleration 4 a⃗  ?

12.  Assuming that the real and imaginary parts of ' k̃ ' are given as:

k=ω√ϵμ
2

[√[1+( σ
ϵω)

2

]+1]
(1 /2 )

and κ=ω√ϵμ
2

[√[1+( σ
ϵω)

2

]−1]
(1/2)

, calculate the 

minimum thickness of silver coating  required in designing a safe microwave experiment to 
operate at a frequency of 30 GHz. Given that the resistivity of silver is 1.59 x 10-8 Ω-m and 
refractive index of silver is 0.15. Given : μo=4π x10−7H /m and ϵo=8.85 x10−12F /m .

13. a) If the electric and magnetic fields are unchanged when the potential A changes (in 
suitable units) according to A⃗= A⃗+r̂  , where r⃗=r (t )r̂  , then what should the scalar 
potential V simultaneously change to? 
b) Show that the four- dimensional scalar product is invariant under Lorentz transformation 
for transforming from reference frame S to S̄ .                (2+3)


